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Correspondence





Transmittal: 

To: FILE

From: F Wells

Date: June 8, 2010

Subject: Lost Lake Project - Forestburgh 

Attached are signed and validated wetland surveys for the subject site
transmitted from NYSDEC / Doug Gaugler to Tim Miller Associates, signed
6/8/2010. 

NYSDEC regulated wetlands are: 

HA-19 ("L"), HA-26 ("K"), HA-27 ("D", "GA" & "GB"), HA-39 ("E"), HA-40
("ABD", "J" & "Y") and HA -41 ("C" & "GG").
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CITY/SCAPE: 
Cultural Resource Consultants 

166 Hillair Circle 
White Plains, New York 10605 

914-328-3032 
facsimile: 914-288-9029 

e-mail: CscapeCRM@gmail.com  

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Douglas Mackey 

FROM: Gail Guillet 

DATE: January 24, 2011 

RE: Final Phase 1A/Phase 1B & Phase 2 Reports 
Lost Lake Resort Site.  St. Joseph’s Road. 
Town of Forestburgh.  Sullivan County, New York 

Enclosed is a copy of the Phase 1A Literature Review and Sensitivity Analysis, Phase 1B Archaeological Field 
Reconnaissance Survey and Phase 2 Archaeological Investigation of the Lost Lake Resort site located on St. 
Joseph’s Road in the Town of Forestburgh, Sullivan County, New York.   

We ask that you review the reports and provide your comments.  We are, as usual, up against various deadlines, and 
would appreciate it if you could provide your input within the usually accepted 60 day period for OPHRP reviews.   

However, understanding that you may not be able to meet this deadline, we provide the following information, 
which will be included in the final documents provided to the Town of Forestburgh: 

The Applicant acknowledges that it must obtain concurrence from the NYS OPRHP of no impact 
prior to receiving other State permits.  State and Federal regulations for the protection of 
historical and archaeological resources require that no impact to such resource be allowed to 
occur as a result of the development of this project.  In the event that prehistoric or historic 
resources are found to be present within the area of potential development, and if these resources 
cannot be avoided, the Applicant must prepare and obtain concurrence from the NYS OPRHP of a 
cultural resource mitigation plan prior to the approval of that phase of development.  The 
Applicant will commence said mitigation work prior to any other site disturbance in that phase of 
the project.  No areas that are subject to a cultural resource mitigation plan will be disturbed until 
the NYS OPRHP has determined the mitigation plan to be fully implemented and complete. 

Such remedial activities, if required, will become part of the project proposal in order to gain 
final acceptance by OPRHP, and thus, no significant impacts to prehistoric or historic resources 
will result from the proposed project.   

As a result of the Phase 1B survey of the Lost Lake Resort site, no prehistoric material of any kind was recovered.  
Two historic sites were identified, one occupied by William John McNeely (1876), and a second where the occupant 
is unknown.  The William John McNeely house site is within the property boundaries, but outside the current APE 
for the Lost Lake Resort project.  The second site, which we hypothesize was occupied by William McNeely, father 
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of William John McNeely, is within the APE, and a Phase 2 Archaeological Investigation was carried out in late 
2010.  The results of this Phase 2 investigation are presented in the Phase 2 report.   

Please let us know if you require additional information for this project.   

We look forward to receiving your comments and recommendations concerning the Lost Lake Resort site. 



Memorandum: 

To: Forestburgh Fire District Commissioners

From: Frederick Wells & Ann Cutignola

Date: January 27, 2011

Subject: Lost Lake Project - Fire Service

On behalf of Double Diamond, I thank you for meeting with project
representatives to discuss fire service questions. The following information is
based on my notes from the special meeting with Forestburgh Fire
Commissioners (representing the Fire District) on 1/27/11. Attended by five
Commissioners; Fire Chief Chris Bastone; John Grohol (Double Diamond);
Ann Cutignola & Fred Wells (Tim Miller Associates).  Items 33 through 45 in
CT Male 1/12/11 letter were discussed, covering the following issues:

Commissioners identified two items of primary concern relative to the
Lost Lake project in the future: manpower and response time
including access into site during construction. Equipment is not a problem
given all the equipment available through mutual aid. Tax revenue
generated from the project is one source to address facilities and
equipment needs.  A volunteer incentive program was discussed that
could be an acceptable mitigation measure for the project to address
future manpower needs. Automatic building sprinklers would be a
mitigation measure to address response time, as would a possible future
station at the site.  John Grohol described how the project will maintain
fire truck accessible roads to work areas during construction, including
winter snow removal.

impact of increased calls - There would be increasing impact as the
project grows, starting from initial construction. No definitive number of
potential calls was established; based on current call volume [which is
predominantly emergency medical calls], and consistent with the
projections made in the DEIS under the partial build scenario, the
Commissioners estimated, construction of 400 new homes in the project
could generate an additional 100 calls. 

criteria for fire protection in cited standards (e.g. NFPA, ISO) -
Commissioners indicated that compliance with applicable requirements in
the NYS Fire and Building Code is sufficient and by meeting these code
requirements, the project would be in compliance with applicable NFPA
and ISO standards. [Per subsequent communication with the Town
Building Inspector, the project must meet the most stringent of the
applicable requirements of the New York State Uniform Fire Prevention
and Building Code ("Uniform Code"), which references NFPA
requirements.]

John Grohol reiterated that all single family homes will be required by the
developer to be sprinklered. Commissioners indicated it is the
developer's choice whether these systems are "wet" or "dry". A hydrant
and water supply system that meets applicable Code standards will allow
the FD to sufficiently respond to an incident. [Per subsequent
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communication with the Building Inspector, NFPA 1141 Standard for Fire
Protection Infrastructure for Land Development in Suburban and Rural
Areas, 2008 Edition, §8.3.3 cites a maximum hydrant spacing of 500', with
closer spacing in particular situations and where required by the fire
department.] Given the small lot sizes where houses will be set close to
the road, fire equipment will be able to service a fire from the roadway
and individual driveways need not be designed to facilitate fire apparatus
other than Town Code requires driveway curb cuts to be minimum 21'
wide. 

ISO rating - Town has ISO rating of 9 (lowest) since there is no
Townwide water supply system with hydrants. With an approved hydrant
system and building sprinklers, the property and some nearby properties
will likely receive a better ISO rating for fire insurance purposes. These
measures will not change the Town's overall ISO rating. ISO requests an
update in information about the community from the District every two
years. 

distance from Fire Station to project & impact to existing fire service
relative to response time - FEIS should identify driving distances from
Forestburgh firehouse and from Monticello firehouse to the project's
access points and to the furthest structure within the development. This
information can then be used by the District now and in the future for its
ongoing planning of fire services. [see last bullet] It was noted that most
existing houses in town are over 1.5 miles from the firehouse.

need for a fire station at the site - Commissioners support the Applicant's
plan to provide a parcel of land for the purpose of a future emergency
response facility. At this time the District would not seek to put a
firehouse at the site; Fire Chief reiterated that at the present time it
might be better used as an ambulance substation to serve this area of
Town due to the distance to the nearest ambulance station in Monticello.
Commissioners foresee possible future use of the emergency response
facility site to accommodate an unmanned fire station for a truck and an
ambulance that would provide first response to a situation in the project.
Need for such a facility would be evaluated by the District in the future
as Lost Lake Resort expands.   

input from the Town Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer -
Commissioners acknowledged that the appropriate time for Building
Inspector review of the project would be during Planning Board review of
construction plans for each phase. [Building Inspector was invited to
attend this meeting but was not present.]

incidence of simultaneous incidents requiring FD response - 911 central
dispatch for Sullivan County has authority to direct a response to every
incident. Upon dispatch from Forestburgh FD, normal procedure already
in place is for a standby unit (man and truck) to also be dispatched to the
Forestburgh firehouse from a nearby mutual aid firehouse to be available
in the event of a simultaneous incident. Central dispatch also has
authority to direct a response to a simultaneous incident via the mutual
aid plan.     
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hazard rating of the water and wastewater treatment facilities - Fire Chief
advised that existing procedures require that reportable quantities of
hazardous material storage be reported periodically to the Fire
Department. 

potential for new volunteer firefighters - Commissioners advised that
their primary concern is recruitment of a sufficient number of future
volunteers to meet the service needs in the future. Based on the current
Forestburgh population, there are 28 FD members to 871 population
(2009 estimate) or approximately 3% of the population. The
Commissioners indicated that achieving this level of participation in the
future would be satisfactory.  John Grohol described how the project will
promote volunteer involvement through financial incentives to employees
and possibly other incentives to property owners. These measures need
to be described in the FEIS along with the projected age group of the
employees and residents.

hydrant and water system maintenance - The project will be responsible
for maintaining the hydrants and water system, including periodic flushing
and inspections. The Fire Department will periodically inspect and
conduct tests to ensure sufficient fire flow and pressure is available.  John
Grohol indicated the on-site system will be available for FD use for
firefighter drills. 

fire and emergency services management planning - There is no written
"risk management plan" nor do the Commissioners see the need for a
formal town-wide fire services analysis. Pursuant to its responsibilities to
the Town, the District (the Commissioners) routinely reviews its
services, facilities, staffing, equipment and response capabilities. Relative
to this project or any other project within the District, and Town growth
in general, as the need for additional resources is identified through this
ongoing review process, the District will take the appropriate steps to
meet that need. The project will not necessitate any change to the
County Mutual Aid plan and or to its automatic aid agreement with
Monticello Fire Company. Forestburgh Fire District is solely responsible
for any changes in demands for services and equipment within the
District. Commissioners advised that a periodic report from a liaison
from the Resort at a District meeting would provide sufficient input into
services planning. 

If I have missed or misrepresented any of this information please promptly advise. 
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